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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Gunther Karger tells of his miraculous esscape from
Nazi Germany at age six to Sweden where he lived in two foster homes and an orphanage. Then, he
tells of his four years living in virtual slavery in a foster home in the U.S.A. The book covers his early
career in the U.S. Air Force where he met his future wife, Shirley and his life journey with her. The
book tells of his service in the Cold War and corporate America in an intelligence group sounding
like a real life Jack Ryan of Tom Clancy stories. The second part of his book tells of America s decline
after 9/11 and the major factors contributing. Finally he leads us through the present to the near
future predicting how America despite its ongoing political self destruction gets saved by a general
elected by a new third party. Gunther Karger based on his personal extremely wide experience and
uncanny ability to perceive and understand the rising complexity of the evolving world gives a
highly credible and believable projection of what will be seen olver the next...
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Reviews
Completely one of the best publication I actually have ever study. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this written e publication. Your
daily life span will likely be change as soon as you total reading this publication.
-- Pr of. Adolph Wisoky
A really wonderful ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It is rally interesting throgh looking at period of time. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Gusta ve Moor e
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